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Summary 
 The primary focus of year 2 of this proposal was the incorporation of GPCE-AX 
into the ATCF for the western North Pacific (CONW) and the Atlantic (CONU/TVCN) 
basins.  This task was completed and the GPCE-AX forecasts were available to 
forecasters during the 2009 season. 
 

Non-operational results indicated that that GPCE-AX outperforms or is equal in 
quality to GPCE in terms of reliability (the fraction of time verification is bound by the 
70% uncertainty isopleths) and sharpness (the area bound by the 70% isopleths).   

 
The results of the 2009 Atlantic season are difficult to interpret due to the small 

sample size, but the broad findings are that GPCE is sharper than GPCE-AX at short 
leads (12hrs and 24hrs) and GPCE-AX is sharper than GPCE at longer leads (36hrs and 
48hrs).  GPCE-AX reliability dropped off significantly beyond 48hrs in the 2009 Atlantic 
season, but it appears to be the result of the small sample size; hurricane Bill dominates 
the statistics at leads of 72hrs and beyond, and GPCE-AX performed poorly for Bill 
because the guidance spread was primarily across-track while the errors were primarily 
along track. 

 
GPCE-AX testing will continue with updated coefficients for the 2010 season and 

beyond. 
 
1. Introduction 

The multiple sources of objective guidance available for tropical cyclone (TC) 
track prediction plus the ever-growing database of historical TC forecast/verification 
pairs enable the production of statistically-based real-time guidance on guidance 
products. Guidance on guidance can produce improved deterministic estimates of the 
future state of the atmosphere and can produce estimates of forecast uncertainty.  Such 
products can be used by forecasters to help improve their official forecasts, and by 
decision makers to help them manage risk associated with the approaching TC.  
Operational examples include TC track consensus forecasts (Goerss 2000, Goerss et al 
2004, Sampson et al 2005) based on averaging the track forecasts from several different 
numerical models, the wind-speed probability product (DeMaria et al, 2009) based on 
historical track, intensity and size forecast errors, and the Goerss Predicted Consensus 
Error (GPCE) (Goerss 2007) based on the collection of track forecasts that go into the 
consensus product along with other aspects of the forecast TC. 
 

The work done for this project is guidance on guidance aimed at quantifying the 
state-dependent, across-track and along-track uncertainty associated with consensus TC 
track forecasts.  It is a natural extension of the GPCE product, which aims to quantify the 



state-dependent, isotropic uncertainty associated with consensus TC track forecasts, and 
so we denote the new product as GPCE along/across, or GPCE-AX.   
 

GPCE-AX is applied to TC forecasts in the Atlantic (CONU/TVCN) and western 
North Pacific (CONW) basins. Results are dependent upon the choice of training and 
testing sets.  For testing and demonstration purposes, in the Atlantic basin the training 
period was 2002-2007 with a test period over 2008.  For 2008 in the Atlantic, GPCE-AX 
is found to be more reliable than GPCE at all forecast leads, and to be sharper than GPCE 
at leads greater than 24hrs.  Real-time results were computed over the 2009 Atlantic 
season.  The training period was 2003-2008.  GPCE-AX reliability equaled GPCE 
reliability out to 48hrs, but the small sample size in 2009 resulted in the 72hr-120hr 
statistics being dominated by a single storm (Bill), and GPCE-AX did not perform well 
for that storm, resulting in poor reliabilities for those leads.  GPCE-AX sharpness was 
less than GPCE for 12hrs and 24hrs, but better than GPCE for 36hrs and 48hrs. 

 
For testing and demonstration purposes, in the western North Pacific basin the 

training period was 2004-2006 with a test period over 2007. For 2007 in the western 
North Pacific, GPCE-AX is more reliable than GPCE for all leads except 120hrs (where 
the two methods are identical), and is sharper than GPCE for leads greater than 48hrs.  In 
this work we choose to focus on 2007 for the western North Pacific.  2008 was a year 
with relatively few storms and a year where the objective aids did not perform well.  
Since GPCE and GPCE-AX are both based on objective aids, the reliability of the 
predicted uncertainties was poor.  As the goal of probabilistic forecasting is to produce as 
sharp a forecast as possible subject to the constraint of reliability (Murphy and Winkler, 
1987; Gneiting et al, 2007), the unreliable forecasts in the 2008 western North Pacific 
render a comparison of the methods moot.  The 2009 GPCE-AX results for the western 
North Pacific have not yet been computed. 
 

In section 2 the GPCE-AX methodology is described, followed by the 
presentation of GPCE-AX results in section 3 where they are compared with results 
produced by the isotropic GPCE approach.  Note: throughout this document the GPCE 
forecasts used are not the operational GPCE, but rather an isotropic predicted 
uncertainty generated in a manner similar to the operational GPCE.  The “GPCE” 
results presented here may use different predictors and boosts than the operational 
GPCE. Summarizing conclusions are presented in section 4. 
 
2. GPCE-AX Description 

GPCE-AX is constructed by employing multivariate linear regression (MVLR) to 
independently predict across-track and along-track TC track error of the objective 
consensus.  These predicted errors are then scaled to define an ellipse that represents the 
70% probability isopleth of bounding the true location of the TC.  For each basin of 
interest, a training period is defined over which the predictands and potential predictors 
for all available storms are extracted and MVLR applied to identify the best few 
(typically two or three) predictors.  Once the predictors have been identified, a scaling 
factor is determined that, when added to the predicted error, results in an ellipse that 



bounds the actual forecast error 70% of the time over the training period.  Testing of the 
resulting MVLR coefficients and scaling is carried out over an independent time period. 
 
 
a. Predictors and predictands 

A selection of potential predictors are extracted or derived from the Automated 
Tropical Cyclone Forecasting System (ATCF, Sampson and Schrader, 2000) objective 
aid data files (see http://ww.nrlmry.navy.mil/atcf_web) which are available in real time.  
They provide the same pool of potential predictors utilized by GPCE with the addition of 
predictors related to the across-track and along-track spread of the ensemble members 
making up the consensus forecast.  The complete pool of potential predictors is given in 
table 1.  The predictands are the magnitudes of the across-track and along-track 
consensus track errors and are derived from the storm best track files produced by the 
National Hurricane Center (NHC) and the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC). 
 

 

Figure 1: Hermite polynomial vs. 3rd order spline interpolation.  The red squares are the actual track of the 
TC, the circles are the consensus forecast (CONW).    A 3rd order spline interpolation is given by the black 
curve while a Hermite polynomial interpolation is given by the magenta curve.  Across-track and along-



track directions are plotted as cyan axes and were determined by numerically differentiating the 
interpolated forecast track obtained through the use of Hermite polynomials.  Note that the constraint 
imposed by a continuous second derivative in 3rd order splines results in an interpolated track  (black curve) 
that is physically unrealistic and would result in incorrect across-track and along-track direction.  
 
b. Determining the across-track and along-track directions 

The across-track and along-track directions utilized for the spread and error 
calculations are determined by fitting the consensus forecast track with Hermite 
polynomials, interpolating to hourly locations, and then calculating the track tangent 
direction using finite differencing.  Hermite polynomial interpolation was chosen over the 
more traditional 3rd order spline interpolation because it was found that the continuous 2nd 
derivative constraint required by 3rd order spline fitting would occasionally result in 
spurious along-track directions.  An example is shown in figure 1 for a 2004 storm in the 
western North Pacific.  The blue circles are the consensus track forecast for hours 6, 12, 
24, 36, 48, and 72.  Points between the official forecast times are interpolated using either 
3rd order splines (black curve) or Hermite polynomials (magenta curve).  Across-track 
and along-track directions are determined by numerically calculating the slope at each of 
the official forecast times.  The cyan axes show the across-track and along-track 
directions as determined by the Hermite polynomial interpolation.  Note that different 
directions would have been obtained from the spline interpolation, especially at hours 6, 
12, 48, and 72. 

 
Across-track spread The mean of the across-track distances between the consensus 

and each ensemble member.  
Along-track spread The mean of the along-track distances between the consensus 

and each ensemble member. 
Isotropic spread The mean of the distances between the consensus and each 

ensemble member. 
Initial latitude The latitude of the TC at the beginning of the forecast 
Initial longitude The longitude of the TC at the beginning of the forecast 
Initial intensity The TC intensity at the beginning of the forecast 
Storm speed The speed of the TC at the beginning of the forecast 
Predicted longitudinal 
displacement 

The distance the consensus has moved in the longitudinal 
direction from the beginning of the forecast to the forecast lead 
of interest. 

Predicted latitudinal 
displacement 

The distance the consensus has moved in the latitudinal 
direction from the beginning of the forecast to the forecast lead 
of interest. 

Forecast intensity The NHC or JTWC forecast intensity at the forecast lead of 
interest. 

Ensemble size The number of ensemble members making up the consensus. 
Table 1: Available GPCE-AX predictors.  Predictors are extracted or derived from ATCF data files and are 
available to the GPCE-AX system in real time. 
 
c. Determining across-track and along-track bias 

GPCE-AX predictands are the magnitude of the across-track and along-track 
errors, but the calculation of the signed across-track and along-track errors (positive for 



verification falling to the right of and in front of verification, respective) over the training 
dataset enables the across-track and along-track bias to be calculated and for the 
consensus forecasts using out of sample data to be bias corrected.  The bias correction 
values over the training periods for the two basins are given in table 2.  The GPCE-AX 
results presented in this work predict the uncertainty associated with the across-track and 
along-track bias corrected consensus for two reasons: 1) the resulting product produces a 
display that is slightly different from the GPCE product, and 2) it supports a product 
under development that predicts the probability of falling to the left or right of the bias 
corrected track.  The sensitivity of this choice is discussed below, but in brief, the out of 
sample results obtained when using bias correction or not using bias correction are 
statistically indistinguishable for the basins and periods tested.   
 

Forecast Lead Atlantic Basin 
(2002-2007) 

Atlantic Basin 
(2003-2008) 

Western North Pacific 
Basin (2004-2006) 

 Along-
track 

Across-
track 

Along-
track 

Across-
track 

Along-
track 

Across-
track 

12hr 0 2 0 2 4 -1 
24hr -2 5 -1 5 10 1 
36hr -5 9 -5 8 15 3 
48hr -9 15 -10 13 22 4 
72hr -19 28 -19 20 37 4 
96hr -41 27 -32 18 -2 0 

120hr -76 14 -64 0 0 -3 
Table 2: Across-track and along-track bias (in NMI) over the training periods for the Atlantic and western 
North Pacific basins.  GPCE-AX is trained to predict the bias corrected consensus forecasts.  Grey shading 
is for the training set for the 2009 Atlantic basin. 
 
d. Predictor selection 

The GPCE/GPCE-AX approach is to utilize as few predictors as possible.  To 
select the best 2 or 3 predictors from the 11 possible predictors listed in Table 1, a step-
wise regression approach is employed.  First, linear regression is applied to each 
predictor independently in an effort to find the one that has the strongest relationship with 
the predictands.  Next, a two-predictor MVLR is applied where one of the predictors is 
the one that performed best on its own, and the second is one of the remaining 10 
predictors.  Again, the set of predictors that perform the best is retained and the process is 
repeated once more to find the top three predictors.  Experiments were performed where 
MVLR was performed on all possible combinations of two or three predictors, and results 
identical to the step-wise approach were obtained. 
 

To choose the number of predictors, the quality of the models for different 
numbers of predictors were compared in-sample.  It was found that for all basins and 
forecast leads considered, adding a third predictor gave only a 1% or 2% improvement.  
Out of sample results showed that the three predictor models were worse than the two 
predictor models. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Forecast Lead Atlantic Basin Across Track Atlantic Basin Along Track 

 Predictor 1 Predictor 2 Predictor 1 Predictor 2 
12hr Across spread Initial intensity Along spread Initial intensity 
24hr Across spread Initial intensity Along spread Initial intensity 
36hr Across spread Initial longitude Along spread Initial intensity 
48hr Across spread Initial longitude Along spread Initial intensity 
72hr Across spread Initial longitude Along spread Predicted long. 

displacement 
96hr Across spread Initial latitude Along spread Predicted long. 

displacement 
120hr Across spread Initial latitude Along spread Predicted long. 

displacement 
Table 3: Atlantic basin GPCE-AX predictors based on a 2002-2007 training set. 

 
Forecast Lead Atlantic Basin Across Track Atlantic Basin Along Track 

 Predictor 1 Predictor 2 Predictor 1 Predictor 2 
12hr Across spread Initial intensity Along spread Initial intensity 
24hr Across spread Initial intensity Along spread Initial intensity 
36hr Across spread Initial intensity Along spread Initial intensity 
48hr Across spread Initial intensity Along spread Initial intensity 
72hr Across spread Predicted long. 

displacement 
Along spread Predicted long. 

displacement 
96hr Across spread Predicted long. 

displacement 
Along spread Predicted long. 

displacement 
120hr Across spread Predicted long. 

displacement 
Along spread Predicted long. 

displacement 
Table 4: 2009 Atlantic basin GPCE-AX predictors based on a 2003-2008 training set. 

 
The final step in predictor selection is subjective.  Perhaps more important than 

the accuracy of the regression models employed is the consistency of the predicted error 
as a function of forecast lead.  It is expected that forecasters will mistrust a product that 
tends to predict a smaller error at, say 96hrs than it does at 72hrs.  Such things 
occasionally happen when predictors change as a function of forecast lead.  To minimize 
this risk, the three or four predominant predictors that appear in the collection of forecast 
leads are isolated and the step-wise MVLR predictor selection is repeated using only 
those three or four predictors.  Tables 3, 4, and 5 provide the predictors utilized by 
GPCE-AX in this study.  Note that for each forecast lead the dominant predictor is the 
ensemble spread. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Forecast Lead Western North Pacific Basin 

Across Track 
Western North Pacific Basin 

Along Track 
 Predictor 1 Predictor 2 Predictor 1 Predictor 2 

12hr Across spread Forecast 
intensity 

Along spread Initial intensity 

24hr Across spread Forecast 
intensity 

Along spread Forecast 
intensity 

36hr Across spread Forecast 
intensity 

Along spread Forecast 
intensity 

48hr Across spread Forecast 
intensity 

Along spread Forecast 
intensity 

72hr Across spread Forecast 
intensity 

Along spread Forecast 
intensity 

96hr Across spread Initial latitude Along spread Forecast 
intensity 

120hr Across spread Initial latitude Along spread Forecast 
intensity 

Table 5: Western North Pacific basin GPCE-AX predictors based on a 2004-2006 training set. 
 
e. Scaling for predicted uncertainty 

The MVLR approach described above predicts the consensus forecast error in the 
along-track and the across-track directions.  GPCE-AX predicts uncertainty, and a 
heuristic approach is employed to transform the predicted error at a given forecast lead to 
the predicted uncertainty.  A forecast-lead dependent constant boost term that is added to 
the predicted error with the aim of identifying the 70% probability isopleth of bounding 
the storm.  The boost term is computed by starting with a boost of 1nmi and calculating 
the fraction of in-sample storms bounded by the resulting ellipse.  The boost is increased 
until 70% of the in-sample storms are bound.  The boost is added directly to the predicted 
across-track error, but is scaled by the eccentricity before being added to the predicted 
along-track error so that the eccentricity of the uncertainty ellipse is maintained as the 
boost increases.  The boost values used in this work are given in Table 6. 
 
3. Results 

This section produces GPCE-AX two sets of out-of-sample results for the Atlantic 
basin and one set for the western North Pacific basin.  Example cases are presented to 
demonstrate what GPCE-AX guidance looks like.  In addition, basin-wide summary 
statistics are presented.  The norms utilized measure reliability and sharpness.  Since 
GPCE-AX predicts the isopleths of 70% uncertainty, the reliability norm calculates the 
fraction of times the storm actually falls within that bound.  A perfectly reliable forecast 
system would find that verification falls within the bound 70% of the time.  Sharpness 
measures the degree to which an uncertainty forecast is different from some baseline.  
Typically the baseline chosen is climatology (e.g. the uncertainty cone associated with 



the operational “Potential Day 1-5 Track Area”, Franklin 2009), but in this work we 
utilize GPCE as the baseline.  GPCE has already been shown to provide a better 
uncertainty forecast than the cone of uncertainty, and so is the more relevant null 
hypothesis.  Recall, the GPCE being used here is an isotropic prediction of uncertainty 
that is not necessarily the same as the operational GPCE product. 

 
Forecast Lead Atlantic Basin 

boost values 
(2002-2007 
training) 

Atlantic Basin boost 
values (2003-2008 

training) 

Western North Pacific 
Basin boost values 

(2004-2006 training) 

12hr 17 17 20 
24hr 29 28 31 
36hr 37 36 44 
48hr 48 45 55 
72hr 71 72 81 
96hr 104 97 104 

120hr 143 131 130 
Table 6: Boost values added to the predicted error of the consensus to transform the predicted error value 
to the predicted 70% uncertainty isopleths.  Boost values are directly added to the across-track predicted 

error, but are scaled before being added to the along-track directions in order to maintain eccentricity. 
 
a. Cases 

An example of the GPCE and GPCE-AX guidance products for a 72hr forecast of 
Ike in 2008 is shown in figure 2.  An example of GPCE and GPCE-AX for the western 
North Pacific is given in figure 3.  In each figure the best track is given as the red curve, 
and the consensus forecast is given as the magenta curve.  The 72hr consensus forecast is 
plotted as a thick blue circle and the 72hr across-track/along-track bias-corrected 
consensus forecast is plotted as a thin blue circle.  The verifying storm location is plotted 
as the thick red square.  The 72hr forecasts of the individual members making up the 
consensus are plotted as green x’s.  The GPCE forecast of the 70% uncertainty isopleth is 
plotted as the thin magenta circle and the GPCE-AX forecast of the 70% uncertainty 
isopleths is plotted as the thin blue ellipse. 
 

It is not possible to comment on the quality of a probabilistic forecast product 
based on individual realizations.  Instead, the purpose of these figures is to demonstrate 
the typical differences one sees between GPCE and GPCE-AX guidance products.  
Because the leading GPCE-AX predictor is the across-track and along-track spread, the 
shape of the GPCE-AX ellipse is more consistent with the distribution of the individual 
objective aids. 
 
b. Summary statistics 

In brief, it is found that GPCE-AX produces reliable uncertainty forecasts that are 
sharper than GPCE, and that GPCE-AX improvements relative to GPCE are greater in 
the Atlantic basin than in the western North Pacific basin.  GPCE-AX did not perform as 
strongly in 2009 as in 2008 for leads beyond 48hrs, but analysis of the cases shows that 
this is because the statistics were dominated by a single storm, and GPCE-AX performed 
poorly for that storm. 



 
Out of sample reliability and sharpness results are presented in Tables 6, 7, and 8 

for the Atlantic (2008 and 2009) and the western North Pacific, respectively.  The 
reliability columns indicate the fraction of times verification is bound by the predicted 
70% isopleth.  A perfectly reliable system would have 70% for every forecast lead.  
Percentages greater than 70% indicate that verification is bound too frequently, 
percentages less than 70% indicate that verification is not bound frequently enough.  In 
the Atlantic in 2008, GPCE-AX reliabilities are closer to 70% than GPCE reliabilities at 
all leads except 120hrs, where they are identical.  In the Atlantic in 2009, GPCE-AX 
reliabilities are essentially identical to GPCE reliabilities for leads out to 48hrs.  Beyond 
48hrs GPCE-AX reliabilities drop.  The 2009 season had few storms, and had very few 
forecasts beyond 72hrs.  Long lead forecasts in 2009 were dominated by Bill, and Bill 
was problematic for GPCE-AX.  The reason for the problems is shown in figure 4.  It is a 
GPCE/GPCE-AX plot of a 120hr forecast.  For the majority of Bill forecasts the 
objective aids were slow, but at the same time rather than having a large amount of 
along-track spread, the uncertainty in the aids was in the across-track direction.  The 
resulting GPCE-AX ellipse was dominated by across-track uncertainty and just missed 
bounding verification for a majority of the storms. 

 
In the western North Pacific, GPCE-AX reliabilities are closer to 70% in 4 of the 

7 forecast leads, and identical to GPCE-AX in 1 of the 7 forecast leads.   
 

The sharpness measure is presented in the “Mean area difference” column.  For 
each forecast over the test period the areas bound by the GPCE and the GPCE-AX 70% 
isopleths are calculated and the fractional difference between them (normalized by the 
GPCE area) is computed.  Fractional differences greater than 0 indicate that the GPCE 
area is greater than the GPCE-AX area.  The results reported in Tables 6, 7, and 8 are the 
means of those fractional differences.  In the Atlantic basin in 2008 the GPCE and 
GPCE-AX areas are statistically identical (one-sided T-test, 95% confidence) for 12hr 
and 24hr leads.  GPCE-AX areas are smaller than GPCE areas for all leads greater then 
24hrs; GPCE-AX forecasts are both more reliable and sharper than GPCE forecasts.  In 
the Atlantic basin in 2009, the GPCE areas are smaller than GPCE-AX for 12hrs and 
24hrs, while the GPCE-AX areas are smaller for 36hrs and 48hrs.  The GPCE-AX 
forecasts become unreliable beyond 48hrs in 2009 and so it is not useful to comment on 
sharpness for those forecasts.  In the western North Pacific basin the sharpness results are 
mixed.  GPCE-AX areas are never larger than GPCE areas, and are statistically smaller 
for 12hr forecasts, and for all forecasts beyond 48hrs. 
 



 

Figure 2: This is a 72hr forecast of Ike in 2008.  The red curve shows the best track trajectory and the 
magenta curve shows the CONU forecast (hours 12, 24, 36, 48, and 72).  The 72hr track forecasts from the 
five models that make up CONU are given as green x’s.  The 72hr CONU forecast is given by the solid 
blue circle, the 72hr across-track/along-track bias corrected forecast is given by the open blue circle, and 
the 72hr verifying location is given by the red square.  The GPCE forecast of expected error is given by the 
magenta circle centered on the CONU forecast, and the GPCE-AX forecast of expected error is given by 
the blue ellipse centered on the bias corrected CONU forecast. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Forecast Lead Atlantic Basin, 2008 
 GPCE 

Reliability 
GPCE-AX 
Reliability 

Mean area 
difference 

Statistically 
significant? 

12hr 79% 78% -2% No 
24hr 79% 78% -2% No 
36hr 76% 75% 4% Yes 
48hr 78% 76% 2% Yes 
72hr 76% 68% 12% Yes 
96hr 81% 72% 9% Yes 

120hr 79% 79% 4% Yes 
Table 6: Out of sample summary statistics for the Atlantic basin in 2008.  GPCE-AX has greater reliability 

than GPCE, and the area bound by the 70% isopleth is systematically smaller for all leads greater than 
24hrs. 

 
Forecast Lead Atlantic Basin, 2009 

 GPCE 
Reliability 

GPCE-AX 
Reliability 

Mean area 
difference 

Statistically 
significant? 

12hr 76% 75% -3% Yes 
24hr 80% 80% -5% Yes 
36hr 79% 79% 4% Yes 
48hr 79% 77% 5% Yes 
72hr 77% 56% 2% No 
96hr 60% 37% -2% No 

120hr 63% 26% 0% No 
Table 7 Out of sample summary statistics for the Atlantic basin in 2009.  GPCE-AX has greater reliability 

than GPCE, and the area bound by the 70% isopleth is systematically smaller for all leads greater than 
24hrs. 

 
Summary statistics can be misleading because they lump together all available 

cases.  To gain a bit more insight into the performance of GPCE-AX relative to GPCE 
the out of sample cases were conditioned on the size of the actual error; the smallest 
third, the middle third, and the largest third.   For both basins, GPCE-AX tends to bound 
too many verifying observations and have larger areas than GPCE for the forecasts with 
the smallest actual errors.  The reliability of GPCE-AX improves as the actual error 
increases, and the sharpness of GPCE-AX forecasts relative to GPCE is best for the cases 
with the largest actual error.  These results indicate that the value of the anisotropic 
GPCE-AX approach lies primarily in situations where there is significant spread amongst 
the objective aids; the area bound by the 70% isopleth is reduced relative to GPCE areas 
because GPCE-AX has the freedom to partition the large uncertainty into two directions. 
 

Due to the poor performance of the objective aids in the 2008 western North 
Pacific season, both GPCE and GPCE-AX provided unreliable uncertainty estimates.  
There is little point in comparing the reliability in two unreliable forecast systems, and 
there is no point in discussing relative sharpness between unreliable forecast systems.  
Forecasters must keep in mind that because GPCE and GPCE-AX use information from 
the objective aids as predictors, when the objectives aids perform systematically poorly, 
so too will the GPCE and GPCE-AX uncertainty estimates. 



 
Forecast Lead Western North Pacific Basin, 2007 

 GPCE 
Reliability 

GPCE-AX 
Reliability 

Mean area 
difference 

Statistically 
significant? 

12hr 72% 74% 8% Yes 
24hr 73% 71% 0% No 
36hr 75% 73% 0% No 
48hr 74% 73% 2% No 
72hr 79% 83% 3% Yes 
96hr 79% 79% 4% Yes 

120hr 91% 85% 14% Yes 
Table 8 Out of sample summary statistics for the western North Pacific basin in 2007.  While not as clear-
cut at the Atlantic basin, GPCE-AX forecasts are more reliable than GPCE forecasts for a majority of 
forecast leads, and the area bound by the 70% isopleth is smaller than the GPCE areas for 12hr forecasts 
and all forecasts greater then 48hrs. 
 
 
4. Conclusions 

GPCE-AX provides a small, but consistent improvement over GPCE as an 
uncertainty guidance product, especially in the Atlantic basin for 2008.  Like GPCE it 
predicts the 70% isopleth of bounding the verifying TC location by regressing objective 
aid predictors onto actual forecast error, but instead of assuming an isotropic uncertainty 
distribution, GPCE-AX splits the uncertainty into across-track and along-track 
components.  GPCE-AX is found to be more reliable than GPCE and is found to produce 
sharper uncertainty forecasts.  GPCE-AX performs best for storms with large error 
because it is able to partition the uncertainty into across-track and along-track directions 
rather than using an isotropic distribution.  The Atlantic basin 2009 had too few storms to 
make reliable statements about the relative performance of GPCE and GPCE-AX. 
 



 

Figure 3: As for figure 2 but for storm 4 in the western North Pacific in 2004. 
 
 
 



 
Figure 4: An example of a 120hr GPCE and GPCE-AX predictions for hurricane Bill in the Atlantic basin 
in 2009.  The red curve (and red square) is the best track, and the magenta curve (and thick blue circle) is 
the TVCN forecast.  The thin blue circle is the bias corrected TVCN forecast.  The individual members of 

TVCN are given as green x’s.  The magenta circle is GPCE, while the blue ellipse is GPCE-AX.  The 
members of TVCN for Bill were consistently slow over the majority of forecasts, and yet the member 

spread was consistently across-track.  As a result, the GPCE-AX forecast put most of its uncertainty in the 
across-track direction rather than the along track.  Because GPCE doesn’t distinguish between across-track 

and along-track spread it was better able to capture verification for Bill.
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